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DRAFT NARRATIVE RESPONSE TO H. RF...S. 1367
(after introductory remarks)

The resolutions before this Subcommittee call for me to report about
certain incidents that may have occurred before--even long before--my
decision to grant a pardon to former President Nixon on September 8. ·

Before I Became President
The time covered QY this part of my response includes when I was a
Gong res sman and then Vice President.

In that entire period I t:tO: thhalc

~

no references or discussions on a possible pardon for then President Nixon fJ c~~
until August 1 and 2, 1974.

?

That wa·s in the week which followed the delivery

to Judge Sirica of the second

O~trof original tapes
' - ._ .<:_·-

.. _,

~a~f Watergate tapes. tnlike the first

these additional -ones had not been transcribed, I had

-l •

IJC'WU &.U&.Yt

President Nixon until July 31, 1974, when tape duplicates retained in the
White House had been

transcribe~

In the early morning of Thursday, August 1, 1974, I had a meeting,
in my Vice Presidential office, with Alexander H. Haig, Jr., Chief of Staff
for President Nixon.

It dealt with no subjects of an extraordinary nature but

involved a report like those made periodically to me about developments
in the White House.
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However, aea:P

~~~0

in the

ai~e•aeen,

General Haig

requested another appointment as promptly as po-s sible. -We met in my office

s-: 'So

starting about~. m. and lasting for about 45 mimutes.

Only then did I

learn of the damaging nature of a conversation on Jun.e 23, 1972, ~e of
the

tap~s

which had gone t'? Judge_Si_rica.
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I describe this · meeting because at one point it did include references to
a possible pardon for Mr. Nixon, to which the third and fourth questions
in H. Res. 136 7 are directed. ,Almost the entire meeting covered other
.
.. .
/t.;t. $III-I-;.,., Jr- ~ 't4
subjects, all dealing with ~he riew situation~ince the day befo'r~when
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President Nixon's legal counsel had become aware of the critical evidence

& • w'

in the tape of June 23,
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197~ Gene~al Haig told me he had, f:rter
. ~ .._ ~;J-..,t ~--~ l...4 \~

I
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our first

II)~

meeting that d~ been tol~of the evidence by James St. Clair, bfit he had

no transcript with him and did not relate the specific conversations/ Based

....

on what he could tell me of the tapes, he wanted to know whether I was
prepared to assume the Presidency ·w ithin a very short time.

I need not

for this purpose tell you how shocked I was, and I cannot say that I fully
~ealiz'ed what all this meant to my family and me and to our future and,
m~re

important, what it meant to the Country and the critical times ahead,

both in the hours and days just ahead and in the longer run.
· General Haig itR li\ie

ee~-, ePeMi,a went

on to tell me

c4 eenditiOhs~
'-t (.

discussions in the White House among those who knew of the t"'cently

found suia!Nlec and hOW eetxf&Zei7 the situation~. He related to me a
H~
number of options being t..lhcel abol!!l.4. They included an early resignation

. , dt\

by

the President, but at the same time as additional suggestions even a

pardon of himself, along with Watergate defendants, or pardons just for
the defendants, or a pardon running to him after resignation.
bewilderment I questioned how pardons like this

Out of

;~

-3General Haig answered that this was all contingency planning based on what
a White House lawyer said was theoretically possible in the case of an act by
Mr. Nixon for himself but workable based on legal precedents for other possible
pardons, although certainly none was being considered seriously by General Haig
or anyone else.

.

N~r

General Haig made it clear that he was advocating
'

the options he mentioned.

~

.

~
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The only serious options, he told me, were first to

.

fight impeachment until final vote in-the Senate, even after the new evidence

became public, or secondly for the President to resign sooner or later. (He
said the White House senior staff was considering that the decision should await
the effects of the new evidence, either by disclosing it to just a few Congressmen
in private or by a broad public test through releasing news copies of the
(

\...--trans

c~ibed evidenc

.J

General Haig asked for my asse:>sment of the whole situation.

He wanted

my thoughts about the timing of a resignation if that decision was made and about
how to do it and accomplish an orderly change of administration.

We discussed

what scheduling problems there might be and what the early organizational
problems would be.

I said that I, of course, had to discuss the whole matter

of my position with my wife, to whom the surprise and shock would be just as
great.

I also proposed and General Haig ag:reed that I talk to James St. Clair

because he had personally listened to the tapes.
I recall further _a telephone call back to m e late that night from General

Haig to tell me that he wanted me to be sure I understood that the Presidt;q,t /
had arrived at no

deci~ ion to

~

'14

resign and that the nature of the eviden{;j given

to the Court w a s not to be di sclosed.
Not until the next morning, on August 2

... ... ..? ...
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was I able to meet

~~

4

At that meeting l got even

with Mr. St. Clair.

a stronger

impression

that the evidence in the June 23, 1972, tapes would make an impeachment
vote by the House inevitable and that a trial in the Senate would probably
conviction~

When I asked. Mr. St. Clair if he knew of any
lo es' 6 t--iut tJYt - Lft () J u rtA , f9
other new and damaging evidenced he said "no. "vi ~~-with him
result in a

r\

1 the vario~s
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options mentioned to me by General Haig, ~~he told me

\.:je

had not been the source of any opinion about Presidential pardon power.

4

the afternoon of August 2, I called General Haig and declined to make
(

to what President Nixon should do.
to any consideration by Mr.

I made clear

N~

or by anyone

advising him, of a pardon or m~m±s"e of a pardon as a precondition
and inducement for .a -resignation.

Gene ra'l:- -l{_aig told me he was in fnll

--··.

agre~ with this position, which was also the Presid~t's view.
My travel schedule called for me to make appearances in Louisiana
and

~d~er Saturday and Sunday,

August 3 and 4.

On many other

occasions I had repeatedly stated my opinion that the President
found guilty
, of an impeachable offense.
~

~.

I,

woul~

not be

~J, ~ Y\.~~ fri, m 7tt)/11Jj/1?- ~~ IJ U (';
Any s~eiiRag cle~&rilo6#Mem ~is
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I feared, would lead in the press to conclusions that I hcid learned

of new evidence and now wanted to see the Presideut resign.

];his was

IRe'Sl bkety to happen because "tbe fact l- aaEl met 'W'ttii Geu~l'at lia.ig onfuet~raiag

ef A'ttgttst i

wa:~ ~n

-geneP-alJ.¥- For that reason I remained firm

....

_,r f

in my answers to press questions and repeated my belief in the Presid
innocenc~

of an impeachable offense.
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Nixon had de.c.id.e.d to m,a.ke..i.t: pubHs:,

~President Nixon did release the evidence on Monday,

August 5, 1974,

h1$ ~
~
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in£ozntea e£ asy. deGiiOion by him to x..esign una{,? ~gast ~ l'H~, -at

>nd. F-1/1/;wed

I ~was

ftOL
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ae ..a.ad I

m~t eal"H8.x: J.Vith the Cabinet Members

on August 6, 197.4~ in the White Hatl!le befote hie eeei&ian wa& ma4e, I said

?~ j ,

~e~

.

I was making no recommendations to·~ as to what he should do, in the
light of the new ~vidence, and that I did not expect a r .e commendation from
any of the others at the meeting.

~:J'ItJoi(l':Jc/y

.

As 11\stated publicly:

.

"There was no understanding; no deal hetween

n:e and. the former P;resideO:t, nor between my staff and the staff of the
~

former President, none whatsoever. "

/
/

/

After I Became President
At my Press Conference of August 28, 1974, I was asked by the
reporters whether·! w?uld use my pardon authority to grant immunity from
prosecution to former President Nixon for the offenses against the United
States.

In my answer I took a position that, while I had the final authority on

this matter, I expected to make no commitment. one way or the other depending
upon what the Special Prosecutor and Courts would do.

However, I also

•....
._. FO.t~

stated that I t~ought the general view of the American people was to sp
the former President from a criminal trial.

~

~

•
-6Shortly afterwards I became greatly concerned that if the prosecution
and trial were prolonged, the passion generated over a long period of time
would seriously disrupt the healing of our country from the wounds of the
past.

I could see that the new Administration could not be effective if it had

to operate in the atmosphere of having a former President under prosecution
and criminal trial.

Each step along the way I was afraid would become a

public spectacle and the topic of wide public debate.
Consequently I asked for reports as to the Special Prosecutor's opinion
on how long a delay there would be for trial of Mr. Nixan, and what, if any, charges
beyond the Watergate cover-up were under consideration involving Mr. Nixon.
Also, I wanted to find from my own Counsel about the scope of the President's
pardon· power.

.

Then I directed discussions by my Counsel with Mr. Herbert J .

Miller which . tookpla~·"e'on Sept~·mber
decision to pardon Mr. Nixon.

4 and 5, i974, to explain my pending

These discussions were participated in by the

two attorneys, Messrs. Buchen and Miller, and by Benton Becker, who had
earlier assisted Mr. Buchen to research legal questions relating to a possible
pardon for the former President .

.
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At no time after I became President on August 9, 1974, was the
subject of a pardon for Richard M. Nixon raised by the former
President or by anyone representing him.

Also. no one on my staff

brought up the subject until the day before my first press conference
on August 28, 1974.

At that time, I was advised that questions on

the subject might be raised by media reporters at the press conference.
As the press conference proceeded, the first question asked
involved the subject and it came up a total of four questions.

In my

answers to the questions, 1 took a position that while I had the final
authority on this matter I expected to make no commitment one way
or the other depending on what the Special Prosecutor and courts
would ::do.

However, I also stated that the general view of the American

people was to spare the former President from a criminal trial.
Shortly afterwards I became greatly concerned that if the prosecution
and trial were prolonged, the passion generated over a long period of
time would seriously disrupt the healing of our country from the wounds
of the past.

I could see that the new Administration .could not be

effective if it had to operate in the atmosphere of haVing a former
Pr~sident

under prosecution and criminal trial.

Each step along the

way I was afraid would become a public spectacle and the topic of wide
public debate.
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The first question of H. Res. 1367 asked whether I or my repre11

sentative had

specific knowledge of any formal criminal charges

pending against Richard M. Nixon.

11

The answer is: no.

I had known,

of course, that the original Grand Jury investigating the Watergate
break-in and cover-up >had originally wanted to name President Nixon
as an unindicted co-conspirator in the cover-up.

Also, I knew that

an extensive report had been prepared by the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force for the Grand Jury and had been sent to the House
Judiciary Committee, where, I believe, it served the staff and
members of the Committee in the development of its report on the
proposed articles of impeachment.

Beyond what was disclosed in the

publication of the House Judiciary Committee on the subject and
I

additional evidence released by President Nixon on August 5, 1974, I
learned on or shortly after September 4th of a memorandum prepared
for Special Prosecutor Jaworski by the Deputy Special Prosecutor,
Henry Ruth.

This memorandum was made public by my Counsel

following receipt of a letter at the White House on September 10, 1974.
I have supplied the Committee with a copy of both the letter and the

memo randUin.
The second question in the Resolution asked whether Alexander
Haig referred to or discussed a pardon with Richard M. Nixon or
his representatives at any time during the week of

Augustr~a1
\~

}I

~--· "'

. .
or any subsequent time.
knowledge.

My answer to that question is:

not to my

If any such discussions did occur, because I was not

aware of any, they were not a factor in my decision to grant the pardon.

DRAFT NARRATIVE RESPONSE TO H. RES. 1367
(after introductory remarks)

The resolutions before this Subcommittee call for me to report about
certain incidents that may have occurred before--even long before--my
decision to grant a pardon to former President Nixon on September 8.

Before I Became President
The time covered by this part of my response includes when I was a
Congressman, Minority Leader, and then Vice President.

In that entire

period no references or discussions on a possible pardon for then President
Nixon occurred until August 1 and 2, 1974.

That was in the week which

followed the delivery to Judge Sirica of the second group of Watergate
tapes.
You will recall that since the beginning of the Watergate episode, I
had consistently made statements and speeches about President Nixon's
innocence in either planning the break-in or participating in the cover-up.
I sincerely believed he was innocent.
Even in the closing months before he resigned, I made public
statements that in my opinion the adverse revelations so far did not
constitute an impeachable offense.
I was coming under increasing criticism for such statements b r
I t
still believed them to be true.

c:.~·fOR~
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In the early morning of Thursday, August 1, 1974, I had a meeti\tg
in my Vice Presidential office, with Alexander H. Haig, Jr., Chief of Staff

as
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for President Nixon.

It dealt with no subjects of an extraordinary nature but

involved a report like those made periodically to me about developments in
the White House.

However, shortly after noon, General Haig requested

another appointment as promptly as possible.

We met in my office starting

about 3:30 p.m. and lasting for about 45 minutes.

Only then did I learn

of the damaging nature of a conversation on June 23, 1972, in one of the
tapes which had gone to Judge Sirica.
I describe this meeting because at one point it did include references to
a possible pardon for Mr. Nixon, to which the third and fourth questions in
H. Res. 1367 are directed.

Almost the entire meeting covered other

subjects, all dealing with the totally new situation resulting from the
critical evidence on the tape of June 23, 1972.

General Haig told me he had

been told of the evidence by individuals who had knowledge of what was on
the tape.

The substance of his conversation was that the new disclosure

would be devastating, even catastrophic, insofar as President Nixon was concerned; and based on what he could tell me of the conversation on the tape,
he wanted to know whether I was prepared to assume the Presidency
within a very short time.
No one can imagine how shocked and stunned I was by this revelation.
Firs~.

that I was likely to become President under these conditions; and

secondly, the realization that this ran counter to my own position t

_,<)
stated for months, that in my view the President was not guilty of ~y
impeachable offense.
General Haig in his conversation went on to tell me of discussions in
the White House among those who knew of this new evidence.

-3-

General Haig asked for my assessrnent of the whole situation.

He wanted

my thoughts about the timing of a resignation if that decision was made and about
how to do it and accomplish an orderly change of administration.

We discussed

what scheduling problems there might be and what the early organizational
problems would be.
Al outlined for me President Nixon's situation as he saw it and the
different views as to the courses of action that might be available, and which
were being advanced by various people around him.

As I recall there were

different major courses being considered:
(1) Son1.e suggested "riding it out" by letting the impeachment take
its course through the House and the Senate trial, fighting all the way against
conviction.
(2) Others were urging resignation.
Although I have portrayed separate courses of action, I assume various
people backed one course and may have been proponents of one or more of
the other courses.
However, on the resignation issue, there were put forth a number of
options which General Haig reviewed with me.
As I recall his conversation, various possible options being considered
included:

(1) The President temporarily step aside under the 25th Amendment.
(2)

J-<.fokc

Delaying resignation until further down the impeachment road. (-~

<(p.l

:~.1.

~/

(3) Resorting first to censure to preclude either impeachment or

resignation.

!

'-~'
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(4) The question of whether the President could pardon himself.
(5) Pardoning various Watergate defendants, then himself, followed
by resignation.
(6) A pardon to the President, should he resign.
The rush of events placed an urgency on what was to be done.

It became

even more critical when you viewed a prolonged im.peachn1cnt trial which
was expected to last possibly four months or longer.
The impact of the trial on the country -- the handling of possible
international crises such as Cyprus and the Middle East -- the economic
situation here at home and -- the growing paralysis of the federal government,
were all factors to be considered, and were discus sed.
Al wanted my views on the various courses of action as well as my
attitude on the options of resignation.
advocating any of the options.

However, he indicated he was not

I inquired as to what was the President's

pardon power, and he answered it was his understanding that I did have the
authority to grant a pardon even before any legal action had been taken against
President Nixon, but that was based on information which he had learned
from others.
As I saw it, at this point the question clearly before me was, under the
circu;nstances, what was the course of action that would be in the best
interest of the country.

.L";.Fo.t.v
I told him I had to have time to think.
Jim St. Clair.

Further, that I wanted to tq,ik to

I also said I wanted to talk to my wife before giving a

i ;zi

response.
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I did not agree to any proposal that required action on my behalf.
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Early the next morning Jim St. Clair carne to rny office and although he
did not spell out in detail the new evidence, there was no question in my rnind
that he considered these revelations to be so damaging that im.peachment in
the House was a certainty and conviction in the Senate a high probability.
In order to be certain of my own thinking, I discussed what I have outlined
to you with several persons, none of whom were on President Nixon's staff.
I wanted their thoughts before making what I felt might have been a snap
judgment on a situation that was one of the gravest I ever encountered.
This I did during the course of the next day.

The views I received reinforced

the response I was to give.
Consequently in the afternoon, probably 24 hours after the matter had been
first brought up, I called General Haig to advise him that I could not agree
to the possibility of pardon as a pre-condition or inducement for President
Nixon's resignation.

I might add, Gen. Haig concurred in my decision, which

I understood was President Nixon's view.

October 12, 1974
DRAFT NARRATIVE RESPONSE TO H. RES. 1367
(after introductory remarks)

The resolutions before this Subcommittee call for me to report
about certain incidents that may have occurred before-- even long
before- -my decision to grant a pardon to former President Nixon
on September 8.

The time covered by this part of my response includes when I
was a Congressman, Minority Leader, and then Vice President.
In that entire period no references or discussions on a possible
pardon for then President Nixon occurred until August 1 and 2, 1974.
You will recall that since the beginning of the Watergate epiilorle,
I had consistently made statements and speeches about President Nixon's
innocence in either planning the break-in or participating in the
cover-up.

I sincerely believed he was innocent.

Even in the closing months before he resigned, I made public
statements that in my opinion the adverse revelations so far did not
constitute an impeachable offense.
I was coming under increasing criticism for such statements but
I still believed them to be true.
In the early morning of Thursday, August 1, 1974, I had a meeting
in my Vice Presidential office, with Alexander H. Haig, Jr., Chief of
Staff for President Nixon.

At this meeting, I was told in a general w,.
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about fears arising because of additional tape evidence scheduled for
delivery to Judge Sirica on Monday, August 5, 1974.

I was told that

there could be evidence which, when disclosed to the House of
Representatives, would likely tip the vote in favor of impeachment.
However, I was given no indication that this development would
lead to any change in President Nixon's plans to oppose the
impeachment vote.
Then shortly after noon, General Haig requested another
appointment as promptly as possible.

He came to my office about

3:30 for a meeting that was to last for approximately three-quarters
of an hour.

Only then did I learn of the damaging nature of a con-

versation on June 23,

197~,

in one of the tapes which was due to go

to Judge Sirica.
I describe this meeting because at one point it did include references
to a possible pardon for Mr. Nixon, to which the third and fourth
questions in H. Res. 1367 are directed.

However, nearly the entire

meeting covered other subjects, all dealing with the totally new
situation resulting from the critical evidence on the tape of June 23, 1972.
General Haig told me he had been told of the evidence by lawyers on
the White House staff who had first-hand knowledge of what was on
the tape.

The substance of his conversation was that the new disclosure

would be devastating, even catastrophic, insofar as

was concerned; and based on what he could tell me of the conversation
on the tape, he wanted to know whether I was prepared to assume the
Presidency within a very short time, and whether I would be willing to
make recommendations to the President as to what course he shoul d
now follow.
I cannot really express adequately in words how shocked and
stunned I was by this revelation.

First, was the sudden awareness I was to

become President under these conditions; and secondly, the realization
these new disclosures ran counter to the position I had taken for months,
which was the President was not guilty of any impeachable offense.
General Haig in his conversation went on to tell me of discussions
in the White House among those who knew of this new evidence.
General Haig asked for my assessment of the whole situation.

He

wanted my thoughts about the timing of a resignation if that decision
was made and about how to do it and accomplish an orderly change of
administration.

We discussed what scheduling problems there might be

and what the early organizational problems would be.
General Haig outlined for me President Nixon's situation as he saw it and
the different views as to the courses of action that might be available, and
which were being advanced by various people around him.

As I recall

there were different major courses being considered:
(1) Some suggested "riding it out" by letting the impeachment take
its course through the House and the Senate trial, fighting all the waK-fr
~

against conviction.

*'

(2) Others were urging resignation sooner or later.
I was told some people backed the first course and other people a
resignation but not with the same views as to how and when it should
take place.
On the resignation is sue, there were put forth a number of options

which General Haig reviewed with me.

As I recall his conversation,

various possible options being considered included:
(1)

The President temporarily step aside under the 25th Amendment.

(2) Delaying resignation until further down the impeachment road.
(3) Resorting first to censure to preclude either impeachment or
resignation.
(4) The question of whether the President could pardon himself.
(5) Pardoning various Watergate defendants, then himself, followed
by resignation.
(6) A pardon to the President, should he resign.
The rush of events placed an urgency on what was to be done.

It

became even more critical when you viewed a prolonged impeachment
trial which was expected to last possibly four months or longer.
The impact of the trial on the country, the handling of possible
international crises, the economic situation here at home, and the
marked slowdown in developing needed new programs by the federal
government were all factors to be considered, and were discussed.

General Haig wanted my views on the various courses of action as
well as my attitude on the options of resignation.
he was not advocating any of the options.

However, he indicated

I inquired as to what was the

President's pardon power, and he answered that it was his understanding
from White House lawyers that a President did have the authority to
grant a pardon even before any criminal action had been taken against
an individual, but obviously, he was in no position to have any opinion
on a matter of law.
As I saw it, at this point the question clearly before me was, under
the circumstances, what was the course of action that would be in the
best interest of the country.
I told General Haig I had to have time to think.
wanted to talk to James St. Clair.
wife before giving a response.

Further, that I

I also said I wanted to talk to my

I had consistently and firmly held the

view while I was Vice President that in no way whatsoever could I
recommend either publicly or privately any step by the President
that might cause a change in my status.

As the man who would

become President if a vacancy occurred for any reason in that office,
a Vice President, I believed, ought never to do or say anything which
might affect his President's tenure in office.

Therefore, I certainly

was not ready even under these new circumstances to make any
recommendations about resignation without having adequate time to
consider further what I should properly do.

Shortly after 8:00 the next morning James St. Clair came to my
office.

Although he did not spell out in detail the new evidence, there

was no question in my mind that he considered these revelations to be
so damaging that impeachment in the House was a certainty and
conviction in the Senate a high probability.

When I asked Mr. St, Clair

if he knew of any other new and damaging evidence besides that on the

June 23, 197?, tape, he said "no." When I pointed out to him the various
options mentioned to me by General Haig, he told me he had not been
the source of any opinion about Presidential pardon power.
After further thought on the matter, I was determined not to :make
any recommendations to President Nixon on his resignation.

I had

not given any advice or recommendations in my conversations with
his representatives, but I also did not want anyone who might talk to
the President to suggest that I had some intention to do so.
For that reason I decided I had better call General Haig the
afternoon of August 2.

I did make the call late that afternoon and told

him I wanted him to understand that I had no intention of recommending
what President Nixon should do about resigning or not resigning,
and that nothing we had talked about the day before should be given
any consideration in whatever decision the President might make.
General Haig told me he was in full agreement with this position.

7
At no time after I became President on August 9, 1974, was the
subject of a pardon for Richard M. Nixon raised by the former
President or by anyone representing him.

Also, no one on my staff

brought up the subject until the day before my first press conference
on August 28, 1974. At that time, I was advised that questions on
the subject might be raised by media reporters at the press conference.
As the press conference proceeded, the first question asked
involved the subject and it came up a total of four questions.

In my

answers to the questions, I took a position that while I had the final
authority on this matter I expected to make no commitment one way
or the other depending on what the Special Prosecutor and courts
would do.

However, I also stated that the general view of the American

people was to spare the former President from a criminal trial.
Shortly afterwards I became greatly concerned that if the prosecution
and trial were prolonged, the passion generated over a long period of
time would seriously disrupt the healing of our country from the wounds
of the past.

I could see that the new Administration could not be

effective if it had to operate in the atmosphere of having a former
President under prosecution and criminal trial.

Each step along the

way I was afraid would become a public spectacle and the topic of wide
public debate.

The first question of H. Res. 1367 asked whether I or my representative had "specific knowledge of any formal criminal charges
pending against Richard M. Nixon." The answer is: no.

I had known,

of course, that the original Grand Jury investigating the Watergate
break-in and cover-up had originally wanted to name President Nixon
as an unindicted co-conspirator in the cover-up. Also, I knew that
an extensive report had been prepared by the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force for the Grand Jury and had been sent to the House
Judiciary Committee, where, I believe, it served the staff and
members of the Committee in the development of its report on the
proposed articles of impeachment.

Beyond what was disclosed in the

publication of the House Judiciary Committee on the subject and
additional evidence released by President Nixon on August 5, 1974, I
learned on or shortly ·after September 4th of a memorandum prepared
for Special Prosecutor Jaworski by the Deputy Special Prosecutor,
Henry Ruth.

This memorandum was made public by my Counsel

following receipt of a letter at the White House on September 10, 1974.
I have supplied the Committee with a copy of both the letter and the
memorandum.
The second question in the Resolution asked whether Alexander
Haig referred to or discussed a pardon with Richard M. Nixon or
his representatives at any time during the week of August 4, 1974,

or any subsequent time.
knowledge.

My answer to that question is: not to my

If any such discussions did occur, because I was not

aware of any, they were not a factor in my decision to grant the pardon.
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October 14, 1974
(second draft)
DRAFT TEXT OF OPENitlG STATH1ENT
He meet here today to review the facts and circumstances that
of

were the basis for my pardon t.r former President Nixon on September 8,
1974.

I want very much to have those facts and, circumstances known.
American people want to know them.
to know them.

The

And members of the Congress want

The two Congressional resolutions of inquiry now before

this Committee serve thosepurposes.

That is why I have volunteered

to appear before you this morning, and I welcome and thank you for this
opportunity to speak to the questions raised by the resolutions.·
My appearance at this hearing of your distinguished Subcommittee
of the House Committee on the Judiciary has been looked upon as an
unusual historic event -- one that has no firm precedent in the whole
history of Presidential relations with the Congress.

Yet, I am here

not to make history, but to report o·n history.
The history you are interested in covers so recent a period that
your

it is still not well understood.

If, withAassistance, I can make for

better understanding of the pardon of our former President, then we
can help to achieve the purpose I had for granting the pardon when I did.
'

That purpose was to change our national focus.

I wanted to do all

I could to shift our attentions from pursuit of a fallen President to
pursuit of the urgent needs of a rising nation.

Our nation is. under the

-2-

severest of chali:enges now to employ its full energies and efforts in
the pursuit of a sound and growing economy at home and a stable and
peaceful world around us.
We would needlessly be diverted from meeting those challenges if
we as a people were to remain sharply divided over whether to indict,
bring to trial, and punish a former President, who already is condemned
...:::

to suffer long and deeply in the shame and disgrace brought upon the
office he held.

Surely, we are not a revengeful people.

He have

often demonstrated a readiness to feel compassion and to act out of
mercy.

As a people we have a long record of forgiving even those

who have been our country's most destructive foes.
Yet, to forgive is not to forget the lessons of
\'Jays

evil has operated _against us.

~vil

in whatever

And certainly the pardon granted

the former President will not cause us to forget the evils of
.Watergate-type offenses or to forget the lessons we have learned
that a government which deceives its supporters and treats its opponents
as enemies must never, never be tolerated.
The pardon power entrusted to the President under the Constitution
of the United .states has a long history and rests on precedents going
back centuries before our Constitution was drafted and adopted4

The

power has been used sometimes as Alexander Hamilton saw its purpose:
"In seasons of insurrection ••. when a well-timed offer of pardon to the
insurgents or rebels may restore the tranquility of the commonwealth;
and which, if suffered to pass unimproved, it may never be possible

-3-

afterwards to recall. 11

(The_~,

been applied to one person as

11

No. 74)

Other times it has

an act of grace •.. which exempts the

individual, on whom it is bestowed, from the punishment the law
inflects for a crime he has comnitted.

11

(r~arshall,

United States v. Wilson, 7 Pet. 150, 160-161.)
granted, it also represents

11

C.J., in

When a pardon is

the determination of the ultimate

authority that the public welfare will be better served by inflicting
less than \'Jhat the judgment fixed.
486)
cases

11

{Biddle v. Perovich, 247 U.S. 480,

However, the Constitution does not limit the pardon power to
~f

convicted offenders or

United States, 236 U.S .. 480).

ev~n

indicted offenders (Burdick v.

Thus, I am firm in my conviction that

as President I did have the authority to proclaim a pardon for the
former President when I did.
Vet,. I can also understand \'lhy people are moved to question my
action.

Some may still question my authority, but I find much of

the disagreement turns on whether I should have acted when I did.
Even then many people have concluded as I did that the pardon was in
the best interests of the country because it came at a time when it
would best serve the purpose I have stated.
I come to this hearing in a spirit of cooperation to respond to
your inquiries.

I do so with the understanding that the subjects

to be covered are defined and limited by the questions as they appear
in the resolutions before you.

But even then we may not mutually agree

on what information falls within the proper scope of inquiry by the
Congress.

-4I feel a responsibility as you do that each separate branch of our
government must preserve a degree of confidentiality for its internal
communications.

Congress, for its part, has seen the wisdom of assuring

that members be permitted to work under conditions of confidentiality.
Indeed, earlier this year the United States Senate passed a resolution
which reads in part as follows:.

* * *
• • • no evidence under the control and in the possession
of the Senate of the United States can, by the mandate of
process of the ordinary courts of justice, be taken from
such control or possession, but by its permission. 11 (S. Res.
338, passed June 12, 1974)
11

In United States v. Nixon, - - - - -u.s. _ _ _ _(1974)'
42 U.S.L.W. 5237, 5244 (decided July 24, 1974), the Supreme Court
unanimously recognized a rightful sphere of confidentiality within the
Executive Branch which the Court determined could only be invaded for
overriding Constitutional reasons.
As I have stated before, my own view is that the right of Executive
Privilege is to be exercised with caution and restraint.

When I was a

Member of Congress, I did not hesitate to question the right of the
Executive Branch to claim a privilege against supplying information to the
Congress if I thought the claim of privilege was being abused.

Yet, I

did then, and I do now, respect the right of Executive Privilege when it
protects advice given to a President in the expectation that it will not
be disclosed.

Otherwise, no President could any longer count on receiving

free and frank views from people designated to help him reach his
official decisions.

-5Also, it is certainly not my intention or even within my
authority to detract on this occasion or in any other instance from
the generally recognized rights of the

Presiden~

to preserve the

confidentiality of internal discussions or communications whenever
it is properly within his Constitutional responsibility to do so.

These

rights are within the authority of any President while he is in office,
and I believe may be exercised as well by a past President if the
information sought pertains to his official functions while he was serving
in· office.
I bring up these important points before going into the balance of
my statement so there can be no doubt that I remain mindful of the rights
of confidentiality which a President may and ought to exercise in appropriate situations.

However, I do not regard my answers as I have prepared

them for purposes of this inquiry to be prejudicial to those rights in the
present circumstances or to constitute a precedent for responding to
Congressional inquiries different in nature or scope or under different
circumstances.
Accordingly, I sha 11 proceed to explain as fully as I can in my present
answers the facts and circumstances covered by the resolutions of inquiry.
I shall start with an explanation of these events which were the first to
occur in the period covered by the inquiry, before I became President.
Then I will respond to the separate questions as they are numbered in
H. Res. 1367 and as they specifically relate to the period after I became
President.

.
October 14~ 1974
(second draft)

-6DRAFT NARRATIVE RESPONSE TO H. RES. 1367
(after introductory remarks)

H. Res. 1367 (Tab A) before this Subcommittee asks for information
about certain conversations that may have occurred over a period that
includes when I was a Member of Congress or the Vice President.

In

that entire period no references or discussions on a possible
pardon for then Pres~dent Nixon occurred until August 1 and 2, 1974.
You will recall that since the beginning of the Watergate investigations,
I had consistently made statements and speeches about President Nixon's
innocence in either planning the break-in or participating in the
cover-up.

I sincerely believed he was innocent.

Even in the closing months before the President resigned, I made public
statements that in my opinion the adverse revelations so far did not
constitute an impeachable offense.
I was coming under increasing criticism for such public statements, but
-

I still believed them to be true.based on the facts as I knew them.
In the early morning of Thursday, August l, 1974, I had a meeting
in my Vice Presidential office, with Alexander H. Haig, Jr., Chief of
Staff for President Nixon.

At this meeting, I was told in a general

way about fears arising because of additional tape evidence scheduled
for delivery to Judge Sir.ica on Monday, August 5, 1974.

I was told that

there could be evidence which, when disclosed to the House of
Representatives, would likely tip the vote in favor of

-7-

However, I was given no indication that this development would lead
.to any change in President Nixon's plans to oppose the impeachment vote.
Then shortly after noon, General Haig requested another appointment
as promptly as possible.

He came to my office about 3:30 for a meeting.

that was to last for approximately three-quarters of an hour. Only
then did I 1earn of the damaging nature
of a conversation on June 23,
1972, in one of the tapes which was due
to go to Judge Sirica.
I describe this meeting because at
one point it did include
\
references to a possible pardon for Mr. Hixon,
to which the third and
fourth questions in H~ Res. 1367 are directed. However, nearly the

entir,e meeting covered other subjects, all dealing with the totally new
situation resulting from the critical evidence on the tape of June 23,
1972.

General Haig told me he had been told of the new and damaging

evidence by lawyers on the Hhite House staff who had first-hand knowledge
of what was on the tape•.

The substance of his conversation ~tas that the

new disclosure would be devastating, even catastrophic, insofar as President
Nixon was concerned.

Based on what he could tell me of the conversation

on the tape, he wanted to know whether ·I was prepared to assume the
Presidency within a very short time, and whether I would be. willing to
make recommendations to the President as to what course he should
now follow.
I cannot really express adequately in words how shocked and stunned
I \'las by this unbelievable revelation.

First, was the sudden awareness I

was to become President under these most unusual conditions; and secondly,
the realization these new disclosures
position I had taken for months, that

.

guilty of any impeachable offense.

-8-

General Haig in his cQnversation at my office went on to tell me
of discussions in the White House among those who knew of this new evidence.
General Haig asked for my assessment of the whole situation.

He

wanted my thoughts about the timing of a resignation if that decision
was made and about how to do it and accomplish an orderly change of
administration.

We discussed what scheduling problems there might be

and what the early organizational problems would be.
General Haig outlined for me President Nixon's situation as he
saw it and the different views in the White House as to the courses of
acti~n that might be available, and which were being advanced by various

.

people around him on the Hhite House staff.

As I recall there were

different major courses being considered:
(l)

Some suggested "riding it out" by letting the impeachment

take its course through the House and the Senate trial, fighting all
the way against conviction.
(2)

Others were urging resignation sooner or later.

I was told some people ~acked the first course and other people a

resignation but not with the same view~ as to how and when it should
take place.
On the resignation issue, there were put forth a number of options
which General Haig reviewed with me.

As I recall his conversation,

various possible options being considered included:
(1)

The President temporarily step aside under the 25th Amendment.

(2)

Delaying resignation until further down the impeachment process.

(3) Trying first to settle for a censure vote as a means of avoiding
;-i

either impeachment or a need to resign.

,
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(4)

The question of whether the President could pardon himself.

(5)

Pardoning various Watergate defendants, then himself,

followed by resignation.
(6)

A pardon to the President, should he resign.

The rush of events placed an urgency on what was to be done.

It

became even more critical in view of a prolonged impeachment
trial

whi~h

'

was expected to last possibly four months or longer.

The impact of the Senate trial on the country, the handling of possible
international crises, the economic situation here at home, and the
'

marked slowdown in developing needed new programs by the federal
government were all factors to be considered, and were discussed.
General Haig wanted my views on the various courses of action as
well as my attitude on the options of resignation.
he was not advocating any of the options.

However, he indicated

I inquired as to what \'las the

President's pardon power, and he answered that it was his understanding
from a White House lawyer that a President did have the authority to
grant a pardon even before any criminal action had been taken against
an indivi dua 1, but obviously, he \'las in no pas iti on to have any opinion
on a matter of law.
As I saw it, at this point the question clearly before me was,
under the circumstances, what course of action should I recommend that
would be in the best interest of the country.
I told General Haig I had to have time to think.
wanted to talk to James St. Clair.
wife before giving any response.

Further, that I

I also said I wanted to talk to my
I had consistently and firmly held the
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vie'tJ while I was Vice President that in no way whatsoever could I
recommend either publicly or privately any step by the President
that might cause a change in my status.

As the man who would

become President if a vacancy occurred for any reason in that office,
a Vice President, I believed, ought never to do or say anything which
might affect his President's tenure in office.

Therefore, I certainly

was not ready even under these new circumstances to make any recommendations about resignation without having adequate time to consider
further what I should properly do.
Shortly after 8:00 the next morning James St. Clair came to my
office.

Although he did not spell out in detail the new evidence, there

was no question in my mind that he considered these revelations to be
so damaging that impeachment in the House was a certainty and conviction
in the Senate a high probability.

When I asked Mr. St. Clair if he

knew of any other new and damaging evidence besides that on the
June 23, 1972, tape, he said 11 n0. 11 When I pointed out to him the
various options mentioned to me by General Haig, he told me he had not
been the source of any opinion about Presidential pardon power.
After further thought on the matter, I was determined not to make
any recommendations to President Nixon on his resignation.

I had

not given any advice or recommendations in my conversations with his
representatives, but I also did not want anyone who might talk to
the President to suggest that I had some intention to do so.
For that reason I decided I should call General Haig the
afternoon of August 2nd.

I did make the call late that afternoon and

-11-

told him I wanted him to understand that I had no intention of
recommending what President Nixon should do about resigning or not
resigning, and that nothing we had talked about the previous afternoon should
be given any consideration in whatever decision the President might
make.

General Haig told me he was in full agreement with this

position.

My travel schedule called for me to make appearances in
~1i ssi ssi ppi

and Louisiana over Saturday, Sunday, and part of r1onday,

August 3, 4, and 5.

In the previous eight months I had repeatedly

stated my opinion that the President would not be found guilty of an
impeachable offense.

Any change from my stated views, or even refusal

to comment further, I feared, would lead in the press to conclusions

~at I had learned of new evidence ~now wanted to see the President
resign to avoid an impeachment vote in the House and probable conviction
vote in the Senate.

for that reason I remained firm in my answers to

press questions during my trip and repeated my belief in the President's
innocence of an impeachable offens~
r;;ot until I returned to Hashington did I learn that

Pre~ent Nixon ·-~

~ 7:; ~
rF i111M1 ~~ :L""""' [f~ Mha~peleased the new evidence late on Nonday, August 5, 1974./l The~ ITe ~ IL
and ! lid

wit~

the

Cabinet !~embers on I~rning, August 6, 1974.

At that meeting in the Cabinet Room, I s.a-44 I was making no

~

recommendations~

to the President as to what he should do in the light of the new evidence. ~
And I made no recommendations to him either at the meeting or ?t any
time after that.

r:/
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The first question of H. Res. 1367 asks whether I or my representative had 11 Specific knowledge of any formal criminal charges pending
against Richard M. Nixon ... The

ans~er

is:

11

no. 11

I had known, of course, that the Grand Jury investigating
the Hatergate break-in and cover-up had wanted to name
President Nixon as an unindicted co-conspirator in the cover-up. Also,·
I knew that an extensive report had been prepared by the Hatergate
Speci~l

Prosecution Force for the Grand Jury and had been sent to the

House Committee on the Judiciary, where, I believe, it served the staff
and members of the Committee i.n the development of its report on. the
proposed articles of impeachment.

Beyond what was disclosed in the

publications of the Judiciary Committee on the subject and additional.
evidence released by President Nixon on August 5, 1974, I saw on or
shortly after September 4th a copy of a memorandum prepared for
Special Prosecutor
Henry Ruth. (Tab B)

Jawo~ski

by the Deputy Special Prosecutor,

Copy of this memorandum had been furnished by Mr. Jaworski

to my Counsel and was later made public during a press briefing at the
White House on September 10, 1974.
~~

I have supplied thefiCommittee with a copy of this memorandum.

The

memorandum lists matters still under invest_igation which 11 may prove
to have some direct connection to activities in which Mr. Nixon is
personally involved ... The Watergate cover-up is not included in this
list; and the alleged cover-up is mentioned only as being

-13of a separate memorandum not ever furnished to me.

Of those matters

which are listed in the memorandum, it is stated that none of them
11

at the moment rises to the level of our abi_lity to prove even a

probable criminal violation by Nr. Nixon ...
This is all the information I had w-hich related even to the
possibility of 11 formal criminal charges 11 involving the former President
while he had been in office.

The second question in the Resolution asks whether Alexander Haig
referred to or discussed a pardon with Richard M. Nixon or his
representatives at any time during the week of August 4, 1974, or any
subsequent time.

My answer to that question is:

not to my knowledge.

If any such discussions did occur,~cause I was
they could not have been a factor in my decision
\'/hen I did.

Questions three and four of H. Res. 1367 deal with the first and
all subsequent references to, or discussions of, a pardon for Richard M.
Nixon, with him or any of his representatives or aides.

I

h~ve

already

described at length what discussions took place on August l and 2, 1974,
and how these discussions b_rought no recommendations
\'lhatsoever on my part.

-14At no time after I became President on August 9, 1974, was the
subject of a pardon for Richard M. Nixon raised by the former
President or by anyone representing him.
7/.,J.

~

.

Also, no one on my staff
-

brought up the subject until ~before my first press conference oh
August 28, 1974.

At that time, I was advised that questions on the

subject might be raised by media reporters at the press conference.
As the press conference proceeded, the first question asked
involved the subject, as did other later questions.

~questions,

In my answers to

I took a position that while I was the final authority

on this matter I expected to make no commitment· one way or the other
depending on what the Special Prosecutor and courts would do •.
However, I also stated that I believed the general view of the-American
people was to spare the former President from a criminal trial.
Shortly afterwards I became greatly concerned that

if~~ 91~

prosecution and trial were prolonged, the passions generated over a
long period of time would seriously disrupt the healing of our country
from the wounds of the past.

I could see that the new Administration

could not be effective if it had to operate in the atmosphere of having
a former President under prosecution and criminal trial.

Each step

along the way way, I was deeply concerned, \'lould become a public spectacle
and the topic of wide public debate and controversy.
As I have before stated publicly, these concerns led me to ask
from my own legal counsel what my full right of pardon was under the
Constitution in this situation and from the Special Prosecutor what
r

criminal actions, if any, were likely to be brought against the
:·.

former President, and how

./ ~

long~

/'1..-- - I
...,.~

prosecution would take.
/1

-15As soon as I had been given this information, I authorized my
Counsel, Philip Buchen, to tell Herbert J. Miller, as attorney for
Richard r-1. Nixon, of my pending decision to grant a pardon for the
former President.

I was advised that the disclosure was made on

September 4, 1974, when Nr. Buchen, accompanied by Benton Becker,
met with Mr. r1i11er.

Mr. Becker had been asked, with my concurrence,

to take on a tempora.ry special assignment to assist Mr. Buchen,
at a time when no one else of my selection had yet been appointed
to the legal staff of the White House.

The fourth question in the resolution also asks about "negotiations 11
with Mr. Nixon or his representatives on the subject of a pardon for
the former President.

The pardon under consideration was not,

so far as I was concerned, a matter of negotiation.

I realized that

unless Mr. Nixon actually accepted the pardon I was preparing to grant,
it probably would not be effective.

So I certainly
had no intention
I

to proceed without knowing if it would be accepted.

Otherwise, I put

no conditions on my granting of a pardon which required any negotiations.
Although negotiations had been started earlier and were conducted through
September 6th concerning White House records of the prior administration,
I did not make any agreement on that subject a condition of the pardon.
The circumstances leading to an
initial agreement on Presidential ~o~">.
records are not covered by the
Resolutions before this Subcommitte4~
- ';)
\

c:

.,..,

, ,,;

;;:;,j

::;,./

.:r.r

",.
/

-16Therefore, I have mentioned discussions on that subject with Mr. Nixon's
attorney only to show they \<Jere related in time to the pardon discussions but were not a basis for my decision to grant a pardon to
the former President.

The fifth, sixth, and seventh questions of H. Res •. 1367 ask whether
I consulted with certain persons before making my pardon decision.
I did not consult at all with Attorney General Saxbe on the
. subject of a pardon for r"r. Nixon.

r~iy only conversation on the subject

with Vice Presidential nominee Nelson Rockefeller was to repqrt to
him on September 6, 1974, that I was planning to grant the pardon.
Special Prosecutor Jaworski was contacted on my instructions by
my Counsel, Philip Buchen.

One purpose of their discussions was to

seek the information I wanted on what possible criminal charges might be
brought against Mr. Nixon.

The result of that inquiry was a copy of

the memorandum I have already referred to and have furnished to this
Subcommittee.

The only other purpose was to find out the opinion of

the Special Prosecutor as to how long a delay would follow, in the
event of Mr. Nixon's indictment, before a trial could be started and
concluded.
At a Hhite House press briefing on September 8, 1974, the principal
portions of Mr. Jaworski's opinion were made public.

In this opinion,

Nr. Jaworski wrote that selection of a jury for the trial of the
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former President, if he were indicted, would require a delay 11 0f a
period from nine months to a year, and perhaps even longer. 11

On

the question of how long it \'/Ould take to conduct such a trial, he
noted that the complexities of the jury selection made it difficult
to estimate the time.

Copy of the full text of his opinion dated

September 4, 1974, I have now furnished to this Subcommittee. {Tab C)
I did consult with my Counsel Philip Buchen, with Benton Becker,
and with my Counsellor John Marsh, who is also an attorney.

Outside

of these men, serving at the time on my immediate staff, I consulted
with no other attorneys or professors of law for facts or legal
authorities bearing on my decision to grant a pardon to the former
President.

Questions eight and nine of H. Res. 1367 deal with the circumstances
of any statement requested or received from Mr. Nixon.

I asked for

no confession or statement of guilt; only a statement in acceptance of
the pardon when it was granted.

No language was suggested or requested

by anyone acting for me to my knmvledge.

My Counsel advised me that

he had told the attorney for Mr. Nixon that he believed the statement
should be one expressing contrition, and in this respect, I \vas told
Mr. Miller concurred.

Before I announced the pardon, I sa\•/ a preliminary

draft of a proposed statement from Mr. Nixon, but I did not regard
the language of the statement as subsequently issued to be subject to
approval by me or my representatives.

-18-

The tenth question covers any report to me on Mr. Nixon's health
by a physician or psychiatrist, which led to my pardon decision.
I received no such report.

Hhatever information was generally

known to me at the time of my pardon decision was based on my own
observations of his condition at the time he resigned as President
and observations reported to me after that from others who had

.JJ;:;

a.f:tenoarEls seen or ta 1ked with him.

No such reports \vere by peop 1e

qualified to evaluate medically the condition of Mr. Nixon's health,
and so they were not a controlling factor in my

decision~

However,

I

I believed and still do, that prosecution and trial of the former
President would have proved a serious threat to his health, as I
stated in my message on September 8, 1974.
·}

H. Res. 1370 (Tab D) is the other resolution of inquiry before this
Subcommittee.

It presents no questions but asks for the full and

complete facts upon which was based my decision to grant a pardon to
Richard M. Nixon.
I know of no such facts that are not covered by my answers to the
questions in H. Res. 1367.

Also:

Subparagraphs (1) and (4):

There were no representations made

by me or for me and none by Mr. Nixon or for him on which my pardon
decision was based.

-19Subparagraph (2):

The health issue is dealt with by me in ans\·Jer

"

to earlier question ten of th~ resolution.
Subparagraph (3):

Information available to me about possible

offenses in which Nr. Nixon might have been involved is covered in my
answer to the first question of the earlier resolution.
In addition, in an unnumbered paragraph at the end, H. Res. 1370
seeks information on possible pardons for Hatergate-related offenses
which others may have committed.

I have decided that all persons

requesting consideration of pardon requests should submit them through
t~

appropriate procedures of the Department of Justice.
Only when I receive information on any request duly filed and

considered first by the Pardon Attorney at the Department of Justice
would I consider the matter.

As yet no such information has been

received, and if it does I will act or decline to act according to the
particular circumstances presented, and not on the basis of the
uniqui circumstances, as I saw them, of former President Hixon.
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af te nva rd s to recall.
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Other times it has

been applied to one person as "an act of grace •.. which exempts the
individual, on whom it is bestowed, from the punishment the law

.

.

~

.

?I

.

infl lets for a crime he has committed." -{-f1al"SffaH ,.-C. d., i-t1

.
~
. 3~.
A~
/.'""'
tJn-ited-5-t-ates~i-ls.on-, 7 Pe-~~ Hhen

.

a pardon 1s

granted, it also represents "the determination of the ultimate
authority that the public \>/elfare will be better served by inflicting
.

~

.

less than what the judgment fixed."

..

(Biddle v. Perovich, 247 U.S. 48o,_"!_/

However, the Constitution does not limit the pardon powe~ to _
.
l:l/',L' fi''X YdrftJ G-~rl<> ~
cases of convicted offenders or even indicted offenders.~Burdiek ~

486)

~~'~Thus,

I am firm in my conviction that_

as President I did have the authority to proclaim a pardon for the
former President when I did.
Yet, I can also understand why people are moved to question my
action.

Some may still question my authority, but I find much of

the disagreement turns on whether I should have acted when I did.
Even then many people have concluded as I did that the pardon was in
the best interests of the country because it came at a time when it
would best serve the purpose I have stated.
I come to this hearing in a spirit of cooperation to respond to
. your inquiries.

I do so with the understanding that the subjects

to be covered are defined and limited by the questions as they appear
.
.
in the resolutions before you. But·even then we may not mutually agree

r

on what information falls wit~in the proper scope of inquiry by th ~·fORo~
T - rJ IY; j:XL,['f
q
~
Congress.
,' /
/ r...L f;t,
~
~"
J. 1]1~ F~df'rJ?.l..~-fJ No. 71/(j: ~lchvrd ..eF-1-J ~Yfl ~ lfo-r;. 17?~)
~ro:·
:>. fvlorcf,n/IJ c.J. 1 ~ 0MIT{'c0 ~-\-""+>Qs y. w,l&:>of\J 3 ;;~.o.s.(l'Pet-.)ts-s /W, ._
q. E 'i "?o.("~e:_ G-o.~'\o.nct-) 4 V,::t._\l. 333/ ~~0 (\'t!.l).j Cucd\d, v. \Jn~rtS\,1.
;>~6 L).~.l'l
L1~15),
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severest of chall'ehges now to employ its full energies and efforts in
the pursuit of a sound and growing economy at home and a stable and
peaceful world around us.
We would needlessly be diverted from meeting those challenges if
we as a people were to remain sharply divided over whether to indict,
bring to trial, and punish a former President, who already is condemned
to suffer long and deeply in the shame and disgrace brought upon the
office he held.

Surely, we are not a revengeful people.

We have

often demonstrated a readiness to feel compassion and to act out of
mercy.

As a people we have a long record of forgiving even those

who have been our country•s most destructive foes.
Yet, to forgive is not to forget the lessons of evil in whatever
ways evil has operated against us.

And certainly the pardon granted

the former President will not cause us to forget the evils of
Watergate-type offenses or to forget the lessons we have learned
that a government which deceives its supporters and treats its opponents
as enemies must never, never be tolerated.
The pardon power entrusted to the President under the Constitution
of the United States has a long history and rests on precedents going
back centuries before our Constitution was drafted and adopted.

The

, power has been used sometimes as Alexander Hamilton saw its purpose:

,~ 1 In

seasons of insurrection .•. when a well-timed offer of pardon to the

insurgents or rebels may restore the tranquility of the commonwealth;
and which, if suffered to pass unimproved, it may never be possible

THE ATTACHED DOCUMENT HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED TO
THE VALUABLE DOCUMENTS FILE.

,.

October 12, 1974
DRAFT NARRATIVE RESPONSE TO H. RES. 1367
(after introductory remarks)

The resolutions before this Subcommittee call for me to report
about certain incidents that may have occurred before--even long
before--my decision to grant a pardon to former President Nixon
on September 8.

The time covered by this part of my response includes when I
was a Congressman, Minority Leader, and then Vice President.

In that entire period no references or discussions on a possible
pardon for then President Nixon occurred until August 1 and 2, 1974.
.
'
You will recall that since the beginning of the Watergate epi~.ode,
I had consistently made statements and speeches about President Nixon's
innocence in either planning the break-in or participating in the
cover-up.

I sincerely believed he was innocent.

Even in the closing months before he resigned, I made public
statements that in my opinion the adverse revelations so far did not
constitute an impeachable offense.
I was coming under increasing criticism for

I still believed them to be

~

sub~ statements but

true.~,...._ :fivp _: J k ~ ·

In the early morning of Thursday, August 1, 1974, I had a meeting
in my Vice Presidential office, with Alexander H. Haig, Jr., Chief of
Staff for President Nixon.

At this meeting,

...

about fears arising because of additional tape evidence scheduled for
delivery to Judge Sirica on Monday, August 5, 1974.

I was told that

there could be evidence which, when disclosed to the House of
Representatives, would likely tip the vote in favor of im.peachm.ent.
However, I was given no indication that this development would
lead to any change in President Nixon 1 s plans to oppose the
im.peachment vote.
Then shortly after noon, General Haig requested another
appointment as promptly as possible.

He came to my office about

3:30 for a meeting that was to last for approximately
of an hour.

three-qu~rters

Only then did I learn of the damaging nature of a con-

versation on June 23, 1971-, in one of the tapes which was due to go
--·: ....

to Judge Sirica.
I describe this meeting because at one point it did include references
to a, possible pardon for Mr. Nixon, to which the third and fourth
questions in H. Res. 1367 are directed.

However, nearly the entire

meeting covered other subjects, all dealing with the totally new

3
situation resulting from the critical evidence on the t<i;pe of June 23, 197'/..
.

1)1h-~-~

General Haig told me he had been told of th~ evidente by lawyers on
the White House staff who had first-hand knowledge of what was on
the tape.

The substance of his conversation was that the new disclosure

would be devastating, even catastrophic, insofar as President Nixon

..

was concerned; and based on what he could tell me of the conversation
on the tape, he wanted to know whether I was prepared to assum.e the
Presidency within a very short time, and whether I would be willing to
make reco:rmnendations to the President as to what course he should
now follow.
I cannot really

e~ress

~

·adequately in words how shocked and

stunned I was by this revelation.
/1

First, was the sudden awareness I was to

~~L

become President under these conditions; and secondly, the realization
these. new disclosures
---7~->

~ter to the position I had taken for months,

which was the President was not guilty of ~y impeachable offe;nse.
~~trt..(,.l.,
General Haig in his conversation we~t on to tell me of discussions
.
~
in the White House among those who knew of this new evidence.
General Haig asked for my assessment of the whole situation.

He

wanted my thoughts about the timing of a resignation if that decision
was made and about how to do it and accomplish an orderly change of
administration.

We discussed what scheduling problems there might be

and what the early organizational problems would be.
General Haig outlined for me President Nixon's situation as he saw it and
.:..~~~~
the different views as to the courses of action that might be available, and

1

~liL,~~4t/l

which were being advanced by various people around him.

.ifs I recall

there were different major courses being considered:
(1) Some suggested "riding it out" by letting the impeachment take
its course through the House and the Senate trial, fighting all the way
against conviction.

<"fo~~

'~

\1

<:..\

~~)

_____,/'

I
/

(2) Others were urging resignation sooner or later.
I was told some people backed the first course and other people a
resignation but not with the same views as to how and when it should
take place.
On the resignation issue, there were put forth a number of options

which General Haig reviewed with me.

As I recall his conversation,

various possible options being considered included:
•'
(1)

The President temporarily step aside under the 25th Amendment.

(2) Delaying resignation until further down the

impeachment~

(3) Resorting first to censure to preclude either impeachment or
resignation.
(4) The question of whether the President could pardon himself.
(5) Pardoning various Watergate defendants, then himself, followed
by resignation.
(6) A pardon to the President, should he resign.
The rush of events placed an urg·ency on what was to be done.

It

became even more critical when you viewed a prolonged impeachment
trial which was expected to last possibly four months or longer.
The impact of

~
thiJ
trial on the country,

the hanclling of possible

international crises, the economic situation here at home, and the
marked slowdown in developing needed new programs by the federal
government were all factors to be considered, and were discussed.

..

General Haig wanted my views on the various courses of action as
well as my attitude on the options of resignation.
he was not' advocating any of the options.

However, he indicated

I inquired as to what was the

President's pardon power, and he answered that it was his understanding
from White House lawyers that a President did have the authority to
grant a pardon even before any criminal action had been taken against
an individual, but obviously. he was in no position to have any opinion
on a matter of law.
As I saw it, at this point the question clearly before me was, under
the circumstances, what was the course of action that would be in the
best interest of the country.
I told General Haig I had to have time to think.
wanted to talk to James St. Clair.
wife before giving a response.

Further, that I

I also said I wanted to talk to my

I had consistently and firmly held the

view while I was Vice President that in no way whatsoever could I
recommend either publicly or privately any step by the President
that might cause a change in my status.

As the man who would

become President if a vacancy occurred for any reason in that office,
a Vice President, I believed, ought never to do or say anything which
might affect his President's tenure in office.

Therefore, I certainly

was not ready even under these new circumstances to make any
recommendations about resignation without having adequate time to
consider further what I should properly do.

-- . ..
'

'

Shortly after 8:00 the next morning James St. Clair came to my
office.

Although he did not spell out in detail the new evidence, there

was no question in my mind that he considered these revelations to be
so damaging that impeachment in the House was a certainty and
conviction in the Senate a high probability.

When I asked Mr. St, Clair

if he knew of any other new and damaging evidence besides that on the

~
June 23, 1974 tape, he said "no.

11

When I pointed out to him the various

options mentioned to me by General Haig, he told me he had not been
the source of any opinion about Presidential pardon power.
After further thought on the matter, I was determined not to make
any recommendations to President Nixon on his resignation.

I had

not given any advice or recommendations in my conversations with
his representatives, but I also did not want anyone who might talk to
the President to suggest that I

h~

intention to do so.

For that reason I decided I had "betl:er call General Haig the
afternoon of August 2.

I did make the call late that afternoon and told

him I wanted him to understand that I had no intention of recommending
what President Nixon should do about resigning or not resigning,

---~

Hf/H,__

and that nothing we had talked about tlf'e da.y-bek-e should be given
any consideration in whatever decision the President might make.
General Haig told me he was in full agreement with this position.

STATEMENT OF PRESIDENT GERALD FORD
HOUSE COf-f·IITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
Subcommittee on Criminal- Justice
October 17, 1974
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We meet here today to review the facts and circumstances that
of

were the basis for my pardon ilr former President Nixon on September 8,
1974.

I \'/ant very much to have those facts and' circumstances known. The
American people want to know them.
to know them.

And members of the Congress want

The two Congressional resolutions of inquiry now before

this Committee serve those purposes.

That is why I have volunteered

to appear before you this morning, and I \'/e 1come and thank you for this
opportunity to speak to the questions raised by the resolutions.
My appearance at this hearing of your distinguished Subcommittee
of the House Committee on the Judiciary has been looked upon as an
unusual historic event -- one that has no firm precedent in the who·l e
history of Presidential relations with the Congress.

Yet, I am here

not to make history, but to report on history.
The history you are interested in covers so recent a period that
your

it is still not well understood.

.

If, withAassistance, I can make for

better understanding of the pardon of our former President, then we
can help to achieve the purpose I had for granting the pardon when I did.
'

That purpose was to change our national focus.
I could to shift our attentions
.

from~p~rsuit

"'

1

wanted to do all

of a fallen President to

pursuit of the urgent needs cif a rising nation: Our nation is. under the
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severest of chaliehges now to employ its full energies and efforts in
the pursuit of a sound and growing economy at home and a stable and
peaceful world around us.
We would needlessly be diverted from meeting those challenges if
we as a people were to remain sharply divided over whether to indict,
bring to trial, and punish a former President, who already is condemned
to suffer long and deeply in the shame and disgrace brought upon the
office he held.

Surely, we are not a revengeful people.

We have

often demonstrated a readiness to feel compassion and · to act out of
mercy.

As a people we have a long record of forgiving even those

who have been our country•s most destructive foes.
Yet, to forgive is not to forget the l~ssons of ~vil in whatever
ways evil has operated against us.

And certainly the pardon granted

the former President will not cause us to forget the evils of
l~atergate-type

offenses or to forget the 1essons we have 1earned

that a government which deceives its supporters and treats its opponents
as enemies must never, never be tolerated.
The pardon power entrusted to the President under the Constitution
of the United .states has a long history and rests on precedents going
back centuries before our Constitution was drafted and adopted ... The
power has been used sometimes as Alexander Hamilton saw its purpose:
11

ln seasons of insurrection ... when a well-timed offer of pardon to the

insurgents or rebels may restore the tranquility of the commonwealth;
and which,

-3-

afterwards to recall.'JJfffle J;edel"alig, N6. 74)

Other times it has

been applied to one person as an act of grace •.. which exempts the
11

individual, on whom it is bestowed, from the punishment the law
inflicts for a crime he has

corrmi~ted ... ?/-{t4al"sl:t~H ,...C. d.,

u.;t~d State~ v. ~. · 7 Pet.~~~'~.,,~When

;'fl

a pardon is

granted, it also represents "the determination of the ultimate
authority that the public welfare will be better served by inflicting

2/

less than what the judgment fixed.~·

However, ·the Constitution does not 1imit the pardon powe)::. tq
W/ /£)( Yar1 1
cases of convicted offenders or even indicted offenders. ,..{'Bttl"diel< 'h
486)

.Q-tited--s:tate$-y-2~ •.~ Thus,

I am firm in my conviction that

as President I did have the authority to proclaim a pardon for the
former President when . I did.
Yet, I can also understand why people are moved to question my
action.

Some may sti 11 ·question my authority, but I find much· of

the disagreement turns on whether I should have acted when I did.
Even then many people have concluded as I did that the pardon was in
the best interests of the country because it came at a time when it
would best serve the purpose I have stated.
I come to this hearing in a spirit of cooperation to respond to
your inquiries.

.

(Biddle v. Perovich, 247 U.S. 480,_!:_/

I do sd with the understanding that the subjects

to be covered are defined and limited by the questions as they appear

~r

~

-4I feel a responsibility as you do that each separate branch of our
government must preserve a degree of confidentiality for its internal
communications.

Congress, for its part, has seen the wisdom of assuring

that members be permitted to work under conditions of confidentiality •
.
Indeed, earlier this year the United States Senate passed a resolution
which reads in part as follows:.

* * *
no evidence under the control and in the possession
of the Senate of the United States can, by the mandate of
process of the ordinary courts of justice, be taken from
such control or possession, but by its permission ... (S. Res.
338, passed June 12, 1974)
11

•••

11 S.
In United States v. Nixon, ... e::, <> ,..- (
.
(lJ,"S. -.~~1'1b::i.<..t) \'114-),
<>
42 U.S.L.W. 5237, 524~~...~.~ Jy~' ~ 1Q74), the Supreme Court

unanimously recognized a rightful sphere of confidentiality within the

.

Executive Branch1 which the Court determined could only be i twaded for

.

t-1.6 F /¥It Gil,. d
m As I have
rsn
stated before, my own view is that the right of Executive

overridinJJ CeHsiHttMemri reasons .of
I

Privilege is to be

#

exe~cised

with caution and restraint. When I was a
.
Member of Congress, I did not hesitate to question the right of the

,

Executive Branch to claim a privilege against supplying information to the
Congress if I thought the claim of privilege was being abused.

Yet, I

did then, and I do now, respect the right of Executive Privilege when it
protects advice given to a President in the expectation that it will not
be disclosed.

Otherwise, no President could any longer count on receiving

free and frank views from people designated to help him reach his
official decisions.
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Also, it is certainly not my intention or even within my
authority to detract on this occasion or in any other instance from
the generally recognized rights of the Presiden~ to preserve the
confidentiality of internal discussions or communications whenever
it is properly within his Constitutional responsibility to do so.

These

rights are within the authority of any President while he is in office,
and I believe may be exercised as well by a past President if the
information sought pertains to his official functions while he was servi ng
in office.
I bring up these important points before going into the balance of
~ n~ statemen~so there can be no doubt that I remain mindful of the rights

of confidentiality which a President may and ought to · exercise in appropriate situations.

However, I do not regard my answers as I have prepared

them for purposes of this inquiry to be prejudicial to those rights in the

I·

present circumstances or to .constitute a precedent for responding to

t

Congressional inquiries different in nature or scope or under different
circumstances.
Accordingly, I shall proceed to explain as fully as I can in my present

Pt'e.se.,.t

answers the facts and circumstances covered by the~resolutions of inquiry.
I shall start with an explanation of these events which were the first to
occur in the period covered by the inquiry, before I became President.
Then I will respond to the separate questions as they are numbered in
H. Res. 1367 and as they specifically relate to the period after I became
President.

,.

-6DfiAf:J"
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H. Res. 1367 ~~) before this Subcommittee asks for information
about certain conversations that may have occurred over a period that
includes when I was a ~lember of Congress or the Vice President.

In

that entire period no references or discussions on a possible
pardon for then President Nixon occurred until August 1 and 2, 1974.
You will recall that since the beginning of the Watergate investigations,

-

I had consistently made statements and speeches about President Nixon's

·
1nnocence
cover-up.

rtf
· her
)W e1t

·
·
pl ann1ng
t he brea k-1n

o.f t•1c1pa
· t•1ng 1n
·
o~par

t he

I sincerely believed he was innocent.

Even in the closing months before the President resigned, I made public
statements that in my opinion the adverse revelations so far did not
constitute an impeachable offense.
I was coming under increasing criticism for such p·ublic statements, but
1 still believed them to be true based on the facts as I knew them.

In the early morning of Thursday, August l, 1974, I had a meeting
in my Vice Presidential office, with Alexander H. Haig, Jr., Chief of
Staff for President Nixon.

At this meeting, I was told in a general

way about fears arising because of additional tape evidence scheduled
for delivery to Judge Si~ica on Monday, August 5, 1974.

I was told that

there could be evidence which, when disclosed to the House of
Representatives, would likely tip the vote in favor of

.

impeachme~n.fOf~
q

~·

~

- ~

...,

-

.
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However, I was given no indication that this development would lead ·
to any change in President Nixon's plans to oppose the impeachment vote.
Then shortly after noon, General Haig requested another appointment
as promptly as possible.

He came to my office about 3:30~for a meeting
.(II

that was to last for approximately three-quarters of an hour.

Only

then did I learn of the damaging nature of a conversation on ·June 23,
1972, in one of the tapes which was due to go to Judge Sirica~e

I

~
} 6W

I describe this meeting because at one point it did include

ltlfl\

\

references to a possible pardon for Mr. Hixon, to whi.ch the third and
fourth questions in H. Res. 1367 are directed.

However, nearly the

entir.e meeting covered other subjects, all dealing with the totally new
situation resulting from the critical evidence on the tape of June 23,
1972.

General Haig.told me he had been told of the new and damaging

evidence by lawyers on the White House staff who had first-hand knowledge
of \'/hat was on the tape.

The. substance of his conversation was that the

.new disclosure would be devastating, even catastrophic, insofar as President
Nixon was concerned.

Based on what he

~~J~~)~e~

of the conversation

on the tape, he wanted to know whether I was prepared to assume the
Presidency within a very short time, and whether I would be willing to
make recommendations to the President as to what course he should
now follow.
I cannot really express adequately in words how shocked and stunned
I was by this unbelievable revelation.

First, was the sudden awareness I
C I r(.JI-,.m I ~ ~
was to become President under these most ~~Wfll:.l~a-1-c;eRQ.l
t-:1en5-t ana secondly,
'

• v

(

the realization these new disclosures ran completely counter

tor:~·fO~~~

1
~
position I had taken for months,"'that
I bel.ieved the. President ~
not

~

.
guilty of any impeachable
offense.

'~

G'
~

:10

~
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General Haig in his CQnversation at my office went on to tell me
of discussions in the White House among those who knew of this new evi dence.
General Haig asked for my assessment of the whole situation.

He

wanted my thoughts about the timing of a resignationJif that decision
t;

was made1 and about how to do it and accomplish an orderly change of
administration.

He discussed what scheduling problems there might be

and what the early organizational problems would be •
•

General Haig outlined for me President Nixon's situation as he
saw it and the different views in the White House as to the courses of
action that might be available, and which were being advanced by various
people around hhn on the Hhite House staff. As I recall there were
different major courses being considered:
(1)

Some suggested 11 riding it out" by 1etting the impeachment

take its course through the House and the Senate trial, fighting all
the way against conviction.
(2) Others were urging resignation sooner or later.
I was told some people ~acked the first course and other people a
resignation but not with the same view~ as to how and when it should
take place.
On the resignation issue, there were put forth a number of options
which General Haig reviewed with me.

As I recall his conversation,

various possible options being considered included:
(1)

The President temporarily step aside under the 25th Amendment.

(2)

Delaying resignation until further

.

~~Jw the impeachment process.

(3) Trying first to settle for a censure vote as a means of avoiding
either impeachment or a need \o resign.

,L(.Fo~

. f~'

;}
...~

-9(4) The question of whether the President could pardon himself.
(5)

Pardoning various Watergate defendants, then himself,

followed by resignation.
{6) A pardon to the President, should he resign.
The rush of events placed an urgency on what was to be done.

It

became even more critical in view of a prolonged impeachment
trial which was expected to last possibly four months or longer.
The impact of the Senate trial on the country, the handling of possible
international crises, the economic situation here at home, and the
tl\t~ docist~n-m~~··~tt~~~ · ·
marked slowdown in ~e-lef3iAg R&~~er~ograul'8--9y the federal
government were all factors to be considered, and were discussed.
General Haig wanted my views on the various courses of action as
well as my attitude on the options of resignation.
he was not advocating any of the options.

However, he indicated

I inquired as to what was the

President's pardon power, and he answered that it was his understanding
from a White House lawyer that a President did have the authority to
grant a pardon even before any criminal action had been taken against
an individual, but obviously, he was in no position to have any opinion
on a matter of law.
As I saw it, at this point the question clearly before me was,
under the circumstances, what course of action should I recommend that
would be in the best interest of the country.
I told General Haig I had to have time to think.
wanted to talk to James St. Clair.
wife before giving any response.

Further, that I

I also said I wanted to talk to my
I had consistently and firmly

-10fJ.f"i!\/IIJ U.S I j,

view wM1e I was v;ce ..P.resiEJeRt that in no way whatsoever could I
recommend either publicly or privately any step by the President
~S Y~C Pte..tl
L'f •
that might cause a change in my status~ As the ~~ho would
~SO "'I

become President if a vacancy occurred for any reason in that office,
a Vice President, I believed,~~K~ never to do or say anything which
might affect his President•s tenure in office.

Therefore, I certainly

was not ready even under these new circumstances to make any recommendations about resignation without having adequate time to consider
further what I should properly do.
'lOt,

Shortly after 8:00 the next morning James St. Clair came to my
office. Although he did not spell out in detail the new evidence, there
was no question in my mind that he considered these revelations to be
so damaging that impeachment in the House was a certainty and conviction
in the Senate a high probability.

Hhen I asked Mr. St. Clair if he

knew of any other new and damaging evidence besides that on the
June 23, 1972, tape, he said "no." Hhen I pointed out to him the
various options mentioned to me by General Haig, he told me he had not
been the source of any opinion about Presidential pardon power.
After further thought on the matter, I was determined not to make
any recommendations to President Nixon on his resignation.

I had

not given any advice or recommendations in my conversations with his
representatives, but I also did not want anyone who might talk to
the President to suggest that I had some intention to do so.
'

For that reason I decided I should call General Haig the
afternoon of August 2nd.

I did make the call late that afternoon and

-ll-

told him I wanted him to understand that I had no intention of ·
..

recommending what President Nixon should do about resigning or not
resigning, and that nothing we had talked about the previous afternoon should
be given any consideration in whatever decision the President might
make.

General Haig told me he was in full agreement with this

position.
My travel schedule called for me to make appearances in
Mississippi and Louisiana over Saturday, Sunday, and part of Monday,
August 3, 4, and 5.

In .the previous eight months I had repeatedly

stated my opinion that the President would not be found guilty of an
impeachable offense.

Any change from my stated views, or even refusal

to comment further, I feared, would lead in the press to · conclusions
that I ~ad learRed of new ev+fteR'e i~ now wanted to see the President
resign to avoid an impeachment vote in the House and probable conviction
vote in the Senate.

For that reason I remained f~rm in my answers to

press questions during my trip and repeated my belief in the President's
innocence of an impeachable offense.jr'
~Not until I returned to Washington did I learn that President Nixon

h'u~s /gl~~~ the

new evidence late on Monday, August 5, 197i1 1\TAeR ~e
'

v

anfl- I met "'ith tRe. Cabinet J1eltle&PS on Tuesday morning, August 6, 1974.
~ ~ rlO ~-..cc-d ~;)or

At that meeting in the Cabinet Room, I ~~~...I was making no recommendations
to the President as to what he should do in the light of the new evidence.
And I made no recommendations to him either at the meeting or ~t any
time after that.
·.•
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The first question of H. Res. 1367 asks whether I or my representative had 11 specific knowledge of any formal criminal charges pending
against Richard M. Nixon. 11
I had
the

known~

\~atergate

of

course~

The ans.wer is:

11

no. 11

that the Grand Jury investigating

break-in and cover-up had wanted to name

President Nixon as an unindicted co-conspirator in the cover-up.

Also~

I knew that an extensive report had been prepared by the Hatergate
Special Prosecution Force for the Grand Jury and had been sent to the
House Committee on the Judiciary, where, I believe, it served the staff
and members of the Committee in the development of its report on _the
proposed articles of impeachment.

Beyond what was disclosed in the

publications of the Judiciary Committee on the subject and additional
evidence released by President Nixon on August 5, 1974, I saw on or

-

shortly after September 4th a copy of a memorandum prepared for
Special Prosecutor Jaworski by the Deputy Special Prosecutor,

*

Henry Ruth. lfaB B)

Copy of this memorandum had been furnished by Mr. Jaworski

to mY Counsel and was later made public during a press briefing at the
White House on September 10, ·1974.
I have supplied

th~~~mmittee

with a copy of this memorandum.

The

memorandum lists matters still under investigation which 11 may prove
to have some direct connection to activities in which Hr. Nixon is
personally involved... The Watergate cover-up is not included in this
list; and the alleged cover-up is mentioned only as being the subject

-13-

of a separate memorandum not~ furnished to me.

Of those matters·

which are listed in the memorandum, it is stated that none of them
"at the moment rises to the level of our abi.lity to prove even a
probable criminal violation by Mr. Nixon."
This is all the information I had which related even to the
possibility of "formal criminal charges" involving the former President
while he had been in office.

The second question in the Resolution asks whether Alexander Haig
referred to or discussed a pardon with Richard M. Nixon or his
representatives at any time during the week of August 4, 1974, or any
subsequent time.

My answer to that question is:

not to my knowledge.

If any such discussions did occur, because I was not aware ef t~s~ .
they could not have been a factor in my decision to grant the pardon
when I di db~

usc

W.;).S

Questions three and four of H. Res. 1367 deal with the first and
all subsequent references to, or discussions of, a pardon for Richard M.
Nixon, with him or any of his representatives or aides.

l

'"ll

I h~ve already

described at length what discussions took place on August 1 and 2, 1974,

~

and how these discussions ~rought no recommendations or commitments

~.};

whatsoever on my

~~

1:,

,,"

part.~.

imt8

'f"~•hc" fl. ur

I

tJ

he~
'

l'i

:>: '

irrl:.kd;f- ••~
n ./. ' ·cv- '

J:,. . ,

-14At no time after I became President on August 9, 1974, was t he
subject of a pardon for Richard H. Nixon raised by the former
President or by anyone representing him. Also, no one on my staff
6 ~':1xb f
·
· con f erence on
.
broug ht up t he su bJect
unt1.111!~
e ore my f. 1rst
press
August 28, 1974.

At that time, I was advised that questions on t he

subject might be raised by media reporters at the press conference.
As the press cc.nference proceeded, the first question asked
involved the subject, as did other later questions.

~~uestions,

In my answers to

I took a position that1while I was the final authority
on this matte~ I expected to make no commitment one way or the other

depending on what the Special Prosecutor and courts would do.
However, I also stated that I believed the general .view of the American
people was to spare the former President from a criminal trial.
Shortly afterwards I became greatly concerned that if

w

Mr:Ntxttfl

prosecution and trial were prolonged, the passions generated over a
long period of time would seriously disrupt the healing of our country
from the wounds of the past.

I could see that the new Administration

could not be effective if it had to operate in the atmosphere of having
a former President under prosecution and criminal trial.

Each step

along the wa~ ~ I was deeply concerned, would become a public spectacle
and the topic of wide public debate and controversy.
As I have before stated publicly, these concerns led me to ask
from my own legal counsel what my full right of pardon was under t he
Constitution in this situation and from the Special Prosecutor what
criminal actions, if any, were likely to be brought against the
I·H~
•
'91
former President, and how long ~ prosecution"would take.

·.

/
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As soon as I had been given this information, I authorized my
Counsel, Philip Buchen, to tell Herbert J. Miller, as attorney for
Richard fv1. Nixon, of my pending decision to grant a pardon for the
former President.

I was advised that the disclosure was made on

September 4, 1974, .when t1r. Buchen, accompanied by Benton Becker,
met with Nr. t1i 11 er.

Mr. Becker had been as ked, with my concurrence,

to take on a temporary special assignment to assist Mr. Buchen,
at a time when no one else of my selection had yet been appointed
to the legal staff of the White House.

The fourth question in the resolution also asks about 11 negotiations 11
with Mr. Nixon or his representatives on the subject of a pardon for
the former President. The pardon under consideration was not,
so far as I was concerned, a matter of negotiation.

I realized that

unless Mr. Nixon actually accepted the pardon I was preparing to grant,
it probably would not be effective.

So I certainly
had no intention
I

to proceed without knowing if it would be accepted.

Otherwise, I put

no conditions on my granting of a pardon which required any negotiations.
Although negotiations had been started earlier and were conducted through
September 6th concerning White House records of the prior administrations
I did not make any agreement on that subject a condition of the pardon.
The circumstances_ leading to an initial agreement on Presidential
records are not covered by the Resolutions before this Subcommittee.

-16Therefore, I have mentioned discussions on that subject with Mr. Nixon•s
attorney only to show they were related in time to the pardon discussions but were not a basis for my decision to grant a pardon to
the former President.

The fifth, sixth, and seventh questions of H. Res. 1367 ask whether
I consulted with certain persons before making my pardon decision.
I did not consult at all with Attorney General Saxbe on t he
subject of a pardon for Mr. Nixon.

r~y only conversation on the subject

with Vice Presidential nominee Nelson Rockefeller was to report to
him on September 6, 1974, that I was planning to grant the pardon.
Special Prosecutor Jaworski was contacted on my instructions by
my Counsel, Philip Buchen.

One purpose of their discussions was to

seek the information I wanted on what possible criminal charges might be
brought against Mr. Nixon.

The result of that inquiry was a copy of

the memorandum I have already referred to and have furnished to this
Subcommittee. The only other purpose was to find out the opinion of
the Speci a1 Prosecutor as to how 1ong a de 1ay would fo 11 ow, in the
event of Mr. Nixon•s indictment, before a trial could be started and
concluded.
At a White House press briefing on September 8, 1974, the principal
portions of Mr. Jaworski•s opinion were made public.

In this opi nion,

Nr. Jaworski \'lrote that selection of a jury for the trial of the

-17fonner President, if he were indicted, would require a delay "of a
period from nine months to a year, and perhaps even longer." On
the question of how long it would take to conduct such a trial, he
noted that the complexities of the jury selection made it difficult
to estimate the time.

Copy of the full text of his opinion dated

September 4, 1974, I have now furnished to this Subcommittee. ~
I did consult with my Counsel Philip Buchen, with Benton Becker,
and with my Counsellor John Marsh, who is also an attorney.

Outside

of these men, serving at the time on my immediate staff, I consulted
with no other attorneys or professors of law for facts or legal
authorities bearing on my decision to grant a pardon to the former
President.

Questions eight and nine of H. Res. 1367 dea 1 with the circumstances
of any statement requested or received from Mr. Nixon.

I asked for

no confession or statement of guilt; only a statement . in acceptance of
the pardon when it was granted.

No language was suggested or requested

by anyone acting for me to my knowledge.

My Counsel advised me that

he had told the attorney for Mr. Nixon that he believed the statement
should be one expressing contrition, and in this respect, I was told
Mr. Miller concurred.

Before I announced the pardon, I saw a p.reliminary

draft of a proposed statement from Mr. Nixon, but I did not regard
the language of the statement as subsequently issued to be subject to
. ... l' Oo\'~ ~
approval by me or my representatives.
~
~

•
Ic...:

'*...

"'

..

"
.at

~

'to. .
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The tenth question covers any report to me on Mr. Nixon•s health .
by a physician or psychiatrist, which led to my pardon decision.
I received no such report.

Uhatever information was generally

known to me at the time of my pardon decision was based on my own
observations of his condition at the time he resigned as President
and observations reported to me after that from others who had

.

~~r

a'He• wrs:,"EEs seen or ta 1ked with him.

No such reports were by people

qualified to evaluate medically the condition of Mr. Nixon•s health,
and so they were not a controlling factor in my decision.

However,

I

I believed and still do, that prosecution and trial of the former
President would have proved a serious threat to his health, as I
stated in my message on September 8, 1974.

~

H. Res. 1370 {14th -9) is the other resolution of inquiry before this
Subcommittee.

It presents no questions but asks for the full and

complete facts upon which was based my decision to grant a pardon to
Richard M. Nixon.
I know of no such facts that are not covered by my answers to the
questions in H. Res. 1367. Also:
Subparagraphs (1) and (4): There were no representations made
by me or for me and none by Mr. tlixon or for him on which my pardon
decision was based.

T
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Subparagraph {2): The health issue is dealt with by me in answer
-£l r-.e,_v1o"
•
to aarlt.r question ten of therQal4+&r resolut1on.
Subparagraph (3):

Information available to me about possible

offenses in which Mr. Nixon might have been involved is covered in my
answer to the first question of the earlier resolution.
In addition, in an unnumbered paragraph at the end, H. Res. 1370
seeks informati_on on possible pardons for Hatergate-related offenses
which others may have committed.

I have decided that all persons

requesting consideration of pardon requests should submit them through
~e

,

'lf1Jili"'f3t ;ate fH"&"&d'lr&i &¥ the Department of Justice.

Only when I receive information on any request duly filed and
considered first by the Pardon Attorney at the Department of Justice
would I consider the matter.

As yet no such information has been

received, and if it does I will act or decline to act according to the
particular circumstances presented, and not on the basis of the
unique' circumstances, as I saw them, of former President Uixon.

·.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

By these responses to the resolutions of inquiry, I believe I
have fully and fairly presented the facts and circumstances
preceding my pardon of former President Nixon.

In this way, I hope

I hav.e contributed to a much better understanding by the American
people of the action I took to grant the pardon when I did.

For having

afforded me this opportunity, I do express my appreciation to you,

-atJd.

~~~~~M~/tfembtr:e-~~tp}

Mr. Chairman, to Mr. S m i t a i the 1~rvrnem~ers-of th•s
~
cl16
u
Subcommittee; also to Chairman Rodino of the Committee on the
Judiciary, and to Mr. Hutchinson, the Ranking MJ.-/lf/J¥r/ Minority A\ember of the

1'/ I full Committee.
In closing, I would like to reemphasize that I acted solely for the
reasons I stated in my proclamation of September 8, 1974, and my
accompanying message and that I acted out of my concern to serve the
best interests of my country.
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